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cannot represent the full scope and complexity.

HOME/NOME

2021
Video installation, SNES animation, video, Hi8, miniDV, Bang & Olufsen 90s TV sets
Video material: https://vimeo.com/517883274

Mini DV video still: showing my“Mario Paint” animation running on Super Nintendo Entertainment System (SNES) at the gallery which is in my former home where I grew up
in and where I played that very same game on the SNES. The video is part of the work
as it documents my return to this gallery, the former home of me the artist.

SNES animation still showing a memory of my childhood where policemen would walk
in front of our windows on may 1st riots. I turned memories from my childhood into animations made with a game from my youth and installed them at the gallery which used
to be home.

SNES animation of my burning Kinderwagen in the very hallway where it was set on
fire by Schwabenhaters. My parents came to Berlin (to be artists) in the 80s and not everyone was happy about that. Gentrification was already starting.

Installation view of “mock” exhibition which I made only to film it since the gallery is commercial and I am not one of their artists. The exhibition itself is a performative act as it takes places in the former home where I grew up and which through gentrification became this gallery.

Animated Urban Spaces
2021
SNES animated video, 2min, HD

Super Nintendo animation short about how big palaces are rebuilt in the name of art
while smaller project spaces dissapear.
Link: https://vimeo.com/571801209/28a1e66dee

Still on monitor showing the new palace whic is a copy of an once demolished palace
and inside you see the old GDR palace of the republic which got demolished as well.

Still on monitor showing the Neue Nationalgalerie and the somewhat similar Farnsworth House with their correct dimensions stuck into each other.

Still close up: the narrative of the video is about power structures in the city.

Still: showing the new and old Berliner Schloss which in the video becomes some sort
of Frankenstein building as it is imposed on the Palast der Republik.

Time of the last wastelands II
2018/2021
16mm stills on billboards

Installation of selected 16mm film stills and texts from my personal archive of Berlins
remaining wastelands which I am filming since 2017. The images of wastelands and
the texts are a hommage to these dissapearing spaces, they try to protect them.

Time of the last wastelands II, 16mm stills on billboards in public space (356cm x
252cm each), 2021
,
Installation view of 10 billboards around a remaining wasteland at
Potsdamer Str. Berlin.

Time of the last wastelands II, 16mm stills on billboards in public space (356cm x
252cm each), 2021
Installation close up of billboards around a remaining wasteland at
Potsdamer Str. Berlin.

Time of the last wastelands
2019
16mm film, 2K scan, text, digital transitions

Film link: https://vimeo.com/342299463
Password: terrainvague

Screening at Kunstverein St. Pauli, Hamburg during the exhibition “Welt in Teilen”.

Screening at project space Zwitschermaschine, Berlin during the comissioned show for
“Draussenstadt”.

Time of virtual wastelands (still photography series)
2021- ongoing
Photoseries 35mm, digital and analogue mix, Xbox Series X, 4K TV

35mm analogue photography of virtual wastelands that still exist in the hyperreality of
Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020 but do not in reality anymore. Shot at home on Xbox
Series X. Pixel becomes filmgrain and suddenly it all seems much more real, at first
sight.

Time of virtual wastelands, Leica M3, 35mm film, Xbox Series X, 4K Screen, size variable, 2021

Time of virtual wastelands, Leica M3, 35mm film, Xbox Series X, 4K Screen, size variable, 2021

Photo: Wasteland near Köpi

Photo: Wasteland at Kurfürstenstr.

Time of virtual wastelands, Leica M3, 35mm film, Xbox Series X, 4K Screen, size variable, 2021
Photo: Former wasteland opposite BND building

Work in progress shot:
Leica M3 on tripod in front of flatsceen TV running Flightsimulator.

Highly decorated artists

2020- ongoing
Series of drawings on paper, 18x12cm
This series of drawings (around 60 by now) is a collection of all the prestigious art prizes we artists would love to be awarded with. Since I fail at most of these applications I
decided to draw them as nice medals for myself.

Scan of sketchbook page

Detail

Scan of sketchbook page

Scan of sketchbook page

Un-Bombers

2020- ongoing
Series of drawings on paper, 30x20cm
A series of drawings of airplanes that I invented to catch bombs in mid air while being dropped from bombers and let them explode in a reinforced chamber which turns
the explosion energy into power for the aircrafts own engines. A reversal of what my
great-grandfather did wrong.

Un-Bomber Boeing 800UB

Un-Bomber Airbus A400 Manta

In bed with/ under one blanket
2021
Painting, oil on canvas

Painting of a conference bed that I invented for CEO’s who never leave work and who
are all in bed with each other. The work is influenced by research on the relationship of
sleep and capitalism where pulling an “allnighter” is expected if you wanna rise to the
top. The image of these guys under one blanket also highlights their complicity.

In bed with/ under one blanket, oil on canvas, 100cm x 70cm, 2021

Detail

Famillionaire Matters

2019
installation, painted wood, Kevlar spool, gunpowder tin, animation, film, drawings
The wooden boards depict a garden setting with a black pond surrounded by rifles.
There is also a Kevlar spool opposite an old gunpowder tin I got from eBay. On the
monitor there is a 16mm film and upstairs are drawings and handdrawn animations.
See next page for the animation stills.
Video link: https://vimeo.com/331421860/181eb45e9d

Famillionaire Matters, installation, Kevlar, gunpowder tin, 24 x painted wood boards
(120cm x 80cm each),16mm film, 480cm x 360cm, 2019
Installation view, downstairs

Famillionaire Matters, 16mm film, 2K scan, 2019
Film still: showing the different wooden boards from the installation like pieces of a
puzzle or game at the garden of my family’s estate.

These pencil animations are also part of the installation and for example show how a
pond becomes a bullet proof vest or how curtains turn into rifles and a seemingly harmless pencil into a bomber.

Famillionaire Matters, handdrawn animation, 1080p video, 2019

Famillionaire Matters, footage, 1080p video, 2019

Still: rifle as part of a weaving machine, the weave is also called “Schuss” (shot) in German

Still: Dornier loom weaving Kevlar

Kevlar/Sun canvases

2019
bullet proof fabric, wood, sun, 200cm x 180cm x 70cm
Canvases with bullet proof Kevlar fabric on wooden rack. When sun hits Kevlar it turns
dark, it also makes it loose its strength. I exposed an abstract shape remniscent of a
detail of a bullet proof vest or a detail of a pool at Mr. Duponts mansion.

Installed at studio.

Scanned images from book on the Dupont
estate. The yellow silk curtains remind me
of Kevlar their synthetic successor.

Sketch: Kevlar becomes bulletproof when layered

Kevlar Canvases exhibited alongside Famillionaire Matters.

Detail of work in progress: exposure process,
blocking areas with cardboard

The Age of Cable

2011
Handwoven tapestry of cable and various fibres
I used old obsolete cables in this tapestry alongside traditional fibres.
We live in an age of cables and that this age will come to an end eventually becoming a geological layer of earth.

Shuttle on Fabric
2012
Screenprint on fabric

This screenprint on fabric depicts a rapier loom shuttle speeding through fabric.
The print is part of a series of fabric ideas that highlight the conditions of making
textiles today. There is a lack of knowledge in regards of how these machines
work and I believe by making the processes visible on the fabric itself this can
open a dialogue.

Screenprint on fabric

Detail: Screenprint

Drawing

Weaving with the Sound of its own Making

2009
Handwoven wool, cotton and audio cable on 24 shaft loom. Cd players, headphones, perspex, 800cm x 100cm
The pattern has its origin in the sound of the loom. The pattern of the fabric is that of the audio waveform recorded while weaving the fabric. I first recorded a rattling sound of the loom’s starting sequence. I turned that soundwave into a pixelated pattern and wove it while recording myself again.
From that sound I created the next pattern, wove it again, recorded myself again and so on. The
work recalls Robert Morris’ “Box with the sound of its own making” but then it also relates to concepts
of repetition, difference and variation.

Installation at Blue Oyster Gallery,
Aotearoa/ New Zealand

Detail of woven audio cable, the longer the fabric became the more of
these extenders I needed to transport the sound through the fabric.

Audience listening to and looking at the
sounds of the weaving

Waveform from the looms starting sequence
sound

Sketch: WIP installation ideas

Weaving Drawers & Human Weaving Machine

2014
Installation and performance: Wood and steel construction, drawings, rope
A flat file cabinet for drawings and a weaving loom become
one. The four drawers simultanously function as shafts of a
loom. On one side one can look at the drawings in the drawers which depict blueprints and surreal scenes relating to that
machine. On the other side one can weave a fabric. Depending on the order in which the drawers are pulled out, the structure of the fabric changes. The machine was first shown at
Bauhaus Dessau.

Visitors are invited to hold threads and become moving parts of a
weaving machine. On a small monitor a simple animation displays
to the participants how to operate the human loom. I dyed the ropes
in black and red so that the participants know which rope to lift. This
setup reminds those involved of the foundations of manual labour,
technology and how fabric is actually made. My early memories of
the old loom in our attic and later the visits to the textile factory of my
grandfather have been influential here.

Both exhibited at Bauhaus Dessau

Performing with friends and audiences

Weaving on one side

Open drawers with drawings on the
other side

WIP drawing

The Kierkeguaardian
2018
Fake newspapers

Fake newspapers on topics like truth, early coffee houses and the impact of images in
the media on us (images of terror). The philosopher S. Kierkegaard was very critical of
mainstream media which was on the rise people in cafès reading and discussing world
news instead of solving their own.

The Kierkeguaardian, 3 different issues of fake newspapers, 100cm x 60cm, 2018
Installation view

Detail: Spread showing a photographic work: I took photos of all trucks on my way from
Berlin to Leipzig. It was during that time that trucks became related to terror. I found out
there is also a great work by J. Baldessari which is quite similar.

Premises and Promises
2017
4K drone film, sound mix

In collaboration with Beatrice Schuett Moumdjian.
This work is about school and motiavation about the relationship of fiction and reality.
We filmed shool buildings around Turku in Finland and together with Beatrice S. Moumdjian, who collects motivational speeches from movies, we made a film.

Still: Premises and Promises, 4K drone film and sound piece, 2017

Still: Premises and Promises, 4K drone film and sound piece, 2017

Watchtower Weaving

2010/2021
Handwoven, wool, cotton, to be installed on actual former GDR watchtower in
Berlin

This weaving is concerned with structures and shapes reminding me of ideologies Lines,
blocks and dots become complex structures, more and more architectural and finally three
watchtowers emerge.
The softness of fabric clashes with these authoritarian strutctures. But at the same time
both are made by human hands.These watchtowers have been the cause for much grief
and yet they are also born out of pure irrational fears and human failure.

Detail

Rage Against the Weaving Machine

2011
Unrealized concept drawing for machine and handwoven fabric, charcoal on paper.

Charcoal drawing based on one of Käthe Kollwitzes famous drawings depicting the Weavers’
Revolt in 1844.
I literally replaced the weavers with a rough
sketch of a modern industrial weaving machine.
I would like to weave this drawing performative
by hand on an industrial loom with jacquard activated but all automated weaving deactivated.

Detail: Käthe Kollwitz, drawing depicting the
Weavers’ Revolt in 1844.
I

Unlikely Looms
2014- ongoing
Drawings

This selection of drawings shows how textiles entered my drawing
practice. My ideas are often surreal and drawing allows me to think
through my ideas.
The tombstone of a dead weaver is actually a loom that wove the
shroud for the weavers body. Life is never finished but yet it ends.

Television Stream
2012
Screenprint on fabric

This large repeat pattern for a screenprint on fabric
depicts a lost television signal which is still information in its own right, a sheer endless stream of noise
like a river a nature of its own.

Bomber Carpet

2010/2020
Handwoven tapestry, wool, cotton, audio cable, photo

This is a tapestry depicting a Dornier 17 WW2 bomber dropping
bombs. This aircraft was invented by my great-grandfather. I wove
cable into it as well so I could attach speakers for the sound of the
airplane.

Research images of the bomber dropping
bombs and a sonar image of a crashed
DO17 in the English Channel.

Photo: The bomber is cycling above an old high
chair.
I hung the tapestry above that old baby’s high chair
in the mansion of my relatives. It was used by various generations including me.

